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There is
glitter amid
the gloom

The recession has hit the smaller
boatyards hardest, says James Robinson, sales and marketing director at
Fairline Boats. “The market for boats
between 30ft and 80ft remains fickle
and difficult worldwide,” he says. “In
the downturn, customers have tended
to go with the bigger, more established brands. The smaller builders
that had proliferated during the good
times have either disappeared or have
stopped building, and we are left with
the top 20 to 30 yards.”
Part of the problem now for prospective buyers and dealers is a
dearth of finance streams, because
many banks that were once happy to
lend on boats have pulled out of the
market. Dealers have also suffered,
since they are struggling to find the
finance to hold stocks of new boats.
Individual countries have been hit
more than others. “In Italy you didn’t
have to show you paid tax to buy a
boat a few years ago. You do now,”
says Mr Robinson.
The result has been an exodus of
large leisure yachts from Italy.
The closure of loopholes has meant
that it is difficult today to own a lux-

Superboats The genuinely committed
have stayed the course and there are hopes
of an upturn, reports Richard Donkin

A

s sailors and yacht owners reflect this week in
Monaco on a memorable
summer of sport and
celebration, some sectors
of the multi-billion-pound marine
leisure industry are daring to speculate on whether the recessionary
trading conditions of the past four
years may be coming to an end.
Only the boldest of investors are
committing themselves to new builds
just now, and the second-hand market
is still swollen with high-quality
yachts available at large discounts,
down to the sort of prices they might
have commanded a few years back.
Industry statistics make grim reading. While the worldwide fleet of
superyachts – leisure yachts more
than 30 metres – has grown fourfold
since 1985 to something over 4,500
today, the number of new builds delivered so far this year has dropped to
121, less than half 2008’s peak of 274.
Below the superyachts, in the motor
yacht class – dominated by well
known brands such as Sunseeker and

Fairline – the market has shrunk even
further, down to 10 per cent of what it
was four years ago in the US, half
what it was in Europe, and cut by 40
per cent in the UK, where a weak
pound has protected suppliers from
the worst of the recession.
While the picture looks bleak at
first glance, a closer examination of
the market suggests that some
retrenchment was probably inevitable, weeding out owners and builders
who did not have a long-term affinity
with sailing. Most of the committed
yacht enthusiasts and builders have
stayed the course, leaving the most
resilient components of the market –
both customers and suppliers – intact.
More than 400 builds are on the
order books, with prospects of further
sales before the year is out. In the
past two years, new investors have
come into the market with the sales of
Germany’s Blohm + Voss Shipyards,
Italy’s Ferretti Group and Fairline in
the UK, and the new owners seem
committed to developing these well
known yards and brands.

In the downturn,
customers have tended
to go with the bigger,
more established brands

Making headway: superyachts battle it out in the Loro Piana regatta in Porto

ury yacht without paying tax. While
taxpayers everywhere will applaud
the justice of more effective tax laws,
the reality check for yacht owners has
damped their ardour for the ultimate
status symbol.
But there is glitter amid the gloom.
The 96m £100m superyacht Vava II,
built at Devonport Dockyard in Plymouth, was delivered in February to
its new owner, Kirsty Bertarelli, wife
of Ernesto Bertarelli, the Swiss pharmaceuticals billionaire, and principle
of the Alinghi yacht racing team,
former holder of the America’s Cup.
Then in June, Sir Charles Dunstone,
co-founder of Carphone Warehouse,
took delivery of his new luxury racing
yacht Hamilton from builders Green
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Club helps owners do their bit
Environment The Blue Marine Foundation wants greener oceans, says Don Hoyt Gorman

M

otor yachting would struggle to stake a claim for
environmental
friendliness. Superyachts pump
out carbon dioxide and
produce many tonnes of rubbish every
year.
But this week at the Monaco Yacht
Show, owners and charter businesses
will gather to back a new environmental programme when Prince
Albert II unveils the Blue Marine
Yacht Club.
With high profile yacht owners such
as Ernesto Bertarelli, Sir Charles Dunstone and Gerald Ronson already
signed on, the club will contribute to
the Blue Marine Foundation’s goal of
increasing the area of ocean protected
by marine reserves from 1 per cent to
10 per cent over the next 10 years.
“I hope we’ll see the club flag flying
in every marina in the world,” says
Chris Gorell Barnes, co-founder of
Blue Marine and executive producer
of the award-winning documentary
The End of the Line. “Owners and
charters have already seen an
increase in jellyfish in the Med and
know we need to save the oceans.
This connects their enjoyment of the
sea with a means to help save it.”
A donation of €25,000 buys a yacht
owner entry to the club and the right
to fly its Ralph Lauren-designed flag.
Mr Barnes says that the organisers
are also trying to persuade big charter
and brokerage businesses to absorb a
club subscription within their charter
rates.
He adds: “They are all very supportive, but they’re hesitant to add
another line item to the charter bill.
We’re working on a plan which we
hope will be deployed across the big
five charter houses by the end of this
year.”
One group that has put its weight
and money behind the plan is the
yacht charter and management business, Y.Co, which has made a direct
corporate contribution to the club. It
plans to recoup the donation through
an opt-in levy that will allow owners
and charterers to donate 0.5 per cent
of their charter revenue or fee to Blue
Marine.
“The world is changing and our clients are more and more aware that
giving back can be part of the yachting experience,” says Charlie Birkett,
managing director of Y.Co. “We’ve led
by contributing as a business, and

A new training
academy helps
deliver high-quality
professionals, writes
Richard Donkin
We’re standing on the
bridge of a superyacht,
steadying ourselves against
a heavy sea. “Everyone
does that,” says Billy Bean,
principal lecturer for ship
simulation at Warsash
Maritime Academy in
Southampton.
The floor never moves
but the simulation, with
shifting seas across 270
degrees of vision, is such
that it fools the brain into
thinking otherwise.
“We want our students
to be immersed in the situation, and you can see the
pressure building, as we
put them through different
scenarios,” he says.
“The difference here is
that if they make a mistake, they’re not going to
be wrecking a £200m yacht.

Brighter future:
the Blue Marine
Yacht Club is
looking to
increase fish
reserves
protection
Dreamstime

Owners and
charters
have
already
seen an
increase in
jellyfish in
the Med

we’re encouraging our clients to do
the same.” Even without such initiatives, the industry is facing increasingly stringent international regulations, including tougher controls
under the International Convention
for the Prevention of Pollution from
Ships (Marpol) that come in to force
in January.
The new rules are focused on sewage, waste disposal and reducing
emissions of oxides of sulphur and
nitrogen. The green movement
appears to be penetrating almost
every niche of the industry, from owners, charterers to shipyards and
marina managers.
The recent launch of the classiclined J-Class sailing yacht Rainbow
highlights how green thinking and
owners’ desires can mesh in a superyacht. Below-decks, she carries one of
the most advanced hybrid propulsion
systems afloat – a marine version of
the Toyota hybrid engine, custommade by Holland Jachtbouw shipyard
and Whisper Power, a marine power
company.
The owner wanted an advanced
hybrid system aboard that would en-

able silent night time cruising under
battery power. While some owners are
focused on hybrid power, others are
leveraging their yachts’ capabilities to
help in the effort to protect marine
areas.
The luxury research vessel Pegaso,
for example, was built to explore protected marine areas with scientists,
and includes in her arsenal a fiveperson submarine that lets divers exit
and re-enter the sub.
Marinas are making some limited
investment into renewable energies. A
recent report by the International
Council of Marine Industry Associations (ICOMIA) highlighted wind, geothermal and solar technologies as viable options for marinas. But operators
are reluctant adopt these new technologies, says the report’s author and
secretary of the ICOMIA marinas
group Dr Peter Jansen.
“The technologies are still too
expensive. Marina developers, many
of whose leases end in 20-30 years,
won’t invest in technologies where
the return on investment can’t be
realised in the short term.”
One superyacht marina that has

invested in energy-saving is Port
Adriano in Majorca, designed by
Philippe Starck. The marina has integrated a deep-seawater system to help
reduce the energy consumption of airconditioning and refrigeration in its
commercial area. Port Adriano has
also signed up to the EU Eco-Management and Audit Scheme that calls for
the maintenance of effective environmental management.
Some environmentally focused businesses have warned against being too
evangelical in campaigning for
change. “I dislike using the words
‘green’ or ‘eco’, as these tend to come
with baggage,” says Richard Franklin,
the founder of EcoSuperyacht, which
is working at making the superyacht
industry more energy-efficient.
He set up the business in 2010,
expecting improved environmental
performance to become increasingly
important in the superyacht industry.
He says: “It’s taken time to get traction, but growth through 2011 and
2012 has been phenomenal. We’re up
almost 200 per cent on last year, even
though we still have the busiest part
of the year yet to come.”

Better to do it here than
out there at sea,” he says.
The bridge simulator is
part of a package of
courses at Warsash’s new
Superyacht Academy,
which is holding its official
launch this week at the
Monaco Yacht Show.
Andrew Hair, director,
says: “We’ve been delivering world-class maritime
training and education for
the past 70 years, and now
we’re adapting that for the
superyacht sector.”
The academy has a range
of courses to feed a sector
he says has become
starved of good-quality
staff in recent years.
Without a formal staffing
infrastructure of their own,
superyachts have been
recruiting people out of the
merchant marine, cruise
sector and the Royal Navy.
A cruise skipper on
£80,000 a year, can captain
a superyacht at £120,000 to
£150,000 a year, says Mr
Hair. But the superyacht
industry suffers from
undertrained crews, sometimes youngsters who sign
on as deck hands or cabin
staff in a gap year. Deck

hands might pocket £2,000
a month tax free plus tips,
in a superyacht season.
“There’s a difficulty in
crew retention,” says Mr
Hair. “It’s hard to keep
your crew on the books in
these yachts, particularly
when so many are used for
only a few weeks a year.”
One answer, he says, is to
develop a clear structure
for career progression.
“We appreciate there are
many ways into a career
in superyachts, and we’ve
spent some time putting
together a structure that

shows just what you need
to learn in terms of qualifications to build a career,”
he says.
“It’s important to do this
because we can see a
serious staffing shortfall
developing in the coming

50,000
Estimated coming shortage
in deckhands and officers

Virtual voyage: the academy’s bridge simulator

years. There are forecasts
that the industry could
have a staffing shortage of
between 40,000 and 50,000
deck and engineering officers by 2014.”
Beyond the predicted
staffing crisis, new codes,
standards and regulations
are encouraging owners to
take a stronger interest in
crew training, particularly
on issues of crew safety.
While Warsash concentrated traditionally on the
technical and engineering
aspects of maritime training, the new academy has
new courses to handle the
leisure side of yachting,
including the kind of hospitality services found in
the hotel trade.
The school is building
links with recruitment
companies and brokers
familiar with the demands
of the charter sector.
Charter boats are used
frequently, with a steady
turnover of clients so staff
are busier and have more
opportunities to increase
earnings through tips.
The academy believes its
facilities and understanding of regulatory regimes

will put it ahead in superyacht training. It already
runs refresher and practical courses to help experienced engineers and captains brush up their skills.
Lars Lippuner, the business development manager
responsible for creating the
new academy, says captains value the chance to
use its scaled-down replica
vessels to practise manoeuvres at its £2.7m ship handling centre at Timsbury
Lake, Romsey. When Vava
II, the £100m superyacht
built for Kirsty Bertarelli,
wife of the former America’s Cup holder Ernesto
Bertarelli, was launched
from Devonport Dockyard
in Plymouth this year, its
skipper tested a few handling manoeuvres on
Timsbury Lake, says Mr
Lippuner. “He didn’t want
to clang his vessel bringing
it out of the dock.”
“The first thing cadets
want to do when they get
up to the bridge here is
put the boat through hard
destroyer turns at speed.
“Do that on a superyacht
and you’ve just emptied
the infinity pool.”

times gold medal winner,
London’s docklands played
host to 10 of the world’s biggest
superyachts
that
cruised into the city for the
2012 Olympics.
The appearance of vessels
such as Microsoft cofounder Paul Allen’s Octopus, bolstered hopes that
London might sustain its
attraction as a superyacht
venue.
But the city will struggle
to compete with blue-water
venues, and next year interest among the go-anywhere
super-rich, the so-called global nomads, is likely to be
drawn to the 34th edition of
the America’s Cup, to be
held in San Franciso Bay.
Special
events
apart,
yacht owners tend to be a
conservative bunch. Dean
Smith, marketing director

of MDL Marinas Group,
which runs 22 marinas in
the UK, Italy and Spain,
has tracked superyacht
movements in the Mediterranean and says most concentrate their cruising during the summer within a
golden triangle bordered
by the French Riviera, Liguria and the west coast of
Italy as far as Capri and
Sorrento.
Expanding the usage of
superyachts beyond these
predictable movements is
one of the big challenges
ahead, says Martin Redmayne, editor-in-chief of the
Superyacht Report.
Growth in Asia has so far
failed to live up to the
expectations of builders,
facing the cultural reality
that China’s new wealth is
yet to be reflected in a cor-

responding desire to buy
and own a big yacht.
“It’s a little bit like the
Japanese a few years
ago. A few of their businessmen bought yachts and
didn’t know what to do
with them. It simply wasn’t
part of the culture, and I
think we’re seeing that in
China. There isn’t a culture
of cruising, and those
yachts that are owned tend
to be venues for dinners
and karaoke nights.
“That’s just not enough
to make sense of owning
such a big-ticket item,” says
Mr Redmayne.
But Mr Robinson is more
bullish about Asia in the
long term. Fairline, he says,
has been investing in
brand-building.
“I think in time Asia will
come good, but not in the

short term. And when the
market does begin to take
off, we want to be positioned to take advantage of
it.”
Mr Redmayne agrees that
the Asian market will grow
in time. “But it important
to make sure the infrastructure is right,” he says.
While yachts have grown
bigger at the top end of the
market, he questions the
wisdom of owning what he
calls “one of the leviathans”.
He thinks that owners
who have opted to build a
stable of several purposebuilt yachts – for cruising,
racing and the like – are
likely to get much better
value from their investments than those who
have the biggest yachts,
which can be difficult to

London’s Docklands played
host to 10 of the world’s
most prestigious superyachts over the summer
months, as their owners
converged on the city for
the Olympics.
Now, Docklands administrators are seeking to capitalise on the games, which
they believe have demonstrated that London is viable as a superyacht venue.
“The
Olympics
has
opened people’s eyes to the
fact that you can get
superyachts to London,”
says Gareth Stephens, harbour manager for London
Docklands.
The sight of the 126m
Octopus belonging to Microsoft’s co-founder Paul Allen,
and the 74m Ilona owned by
the Westfield Group chairman Frank Lowy nestling
among the City’s tower
blocks at West India docks,
was perhaps the most visible statement of London’s
potential.
But the docklands infrastructure did not tick every
box in a superyacht owner’s
list of features for an ideal
location. While Octopus
was moored on Thames
Quay in relative privacy,
the democratic nature of
space allocation meant
some owners were more
exposed to public gaze.
The Indian steel magnate
Lakshmi Mittal cancelled
his mooring reservation two
weeks before the start of
the Olympics when he discovered his yacht would be
moored next door to HMS
Belfast, a working museum.
Owners also needed to
prepare for the experience
of negotiating locks. But
most seemed to accept it
with good grace. Mr Allen,
who had paid £1,500 for the
service, tweeted: “Getting
Octopus thru London locks
a tight squeeze, 1 meter
clearance.”
London’s dockland administrators are confident
they can make improvements to infrastructure and
services for any future
superyacht
mooring
demand.
“If superyacht companies
thought yachts were coming here long-term, then the
infrastructure will come,”
said Ben Sutton of MGMT,
the global yacht advisory
company that provided
superyacht concierge services during the Olympics.
Plans are in place to
improve infrastructure at St
Katherine’s Dock, near
Tower Bridge.
Arguably better equipped
to accommodate superyachts than West India Dock,
it has inbuilt security
options, including a protected enclave, gated areas
and 24-hour CCTV. There is
also an investment plan to
improve berthing and the
dockside area.
William
Bowman,
a
former consultant at the
luxury yachting experts
Camper & Nicholsons, has
been appointed Marina
director
to
make
St
Katharine’s Dock “the finest marina in the UK”.
London’s berthing prices
during the Olympics were
not cheap. With a minimum
booking period of 21
days, an owner of a 60m
superyacht paid £5,250 a
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There is glitter among the gloom
Marine, of Southampton.
The arrival of Hamilton, the
first of the new 100ft Wally
Centos, was a double
present for Sir Charles, who
had just heard of his
knighthood in the Queen’s
birthday honours.
He and his crew went on
to dominate the Superyacht
Cup at Cowes in a summer
of high-profile yachting
events in the UK off Falmouth and Cowes.
Classic yacht regattas
drew in the cream of the
J-Class fleet that came over
to the UK after competing
in the St Barths Bucket
Regatta, before the big competition yachts moved on to
end their season in the
Mediterranean.
As Weymouth hosted the
Olympic sailing, making
Britain’s Ben Ainslie a four-
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The Olympics have
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sell in such a rarefied
market.
So how can the market
grow?
Mr Redmayne points out
the potential of chartering
and the yacht service sector
to kick-start the market.
“The
charter
market
needs to be more aggressive,” he says. “Chartering
yachts is often the way that
new owners come into
yachting. When yachts are
being used more, the crews
are happier.
“The entire industry that
services superyachts must
become more professional
at every level, since this
makes for happy clients,
and these are the people
who sell yachting and the
yachting lifestyle.”
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day. A yacht of more than
100m paid £9,500 a day. So
Octopus, for example, was
paying £66,500 a week for
its berth, which did not
include water and electricity. Against these prices,
the notoriously expensive
Venice Yacht Pier, which
charges £1,580 a day for
berths, looks modest by
comparison.
Normally, London Docks
charges £540 a week for a
30m yacht – which at £18 a
metre a week makes it one
of the world’s cheapest city
marinas.
In contrast, for a yacht of
the same size, New York’s
Newport Marina charges
£2,001 a week, and Marina
Port Vell, Barcelona, asks
£2,100. These prices reflect
the five-star luxury services
and state-of-the art infrastructure in leading superyacht marinas.
Beyond the facilities and
pricing, a more telling question is the extent to which
superyacht owners will
want to visit London in
their boats.
The UK capital offers
some of the best shopping,
nightlife and museums in
the world, and the City is
one of the world’s leading
financial centres. But will
that be enough to enable it
to compete with the blue
waters off Sardinia, St
Tropez and Martinique?
Yacht captains, however,
may be attracted to London
for more practical reasons.
Many of the world’s best
shipyards are in northern
Europe, including the Netherland’s
Feadship,
and

Many of the
world’s best
shipyards are
within easy reach
of London by sea
Lürssen in Germany, within
easy reach of London.
Captain Robert Bleecke of
Olympics charter superyacht Sea Bluez, said: “I, for
sure, would stop over if en
route, say, from a north
European shipyard while on
sea trials, or an owner’s
first shakedown cruise or
trip up to the Baltic.”
With this in mind,
Superyacht UK, a representative body for the UK
superyacht industry, has
plans to promote a “great
northern route” taking in
London, the Baltic and the
UK’s coastline.
A colder, more hardy
cruising itinerary may not
prove a winner with the
majority, however.
One motor yacht captain,
looking after a 63m vessel,
said: “As much as the south
coast of England or the
north-west coast of Scotland
can be attractive to some
clients, it wouldn’t necessarily appeal to the majority of summer charterers of
a vessel of our size.”
It may, however, be reasonable for London to hope
that a steady demand in
small numbers may build
as a consequence of the
Olympics.
Infrastructure growth is
likely to be demand-led to
avoid the kind of empty
marinas that have resulted
from hasty expansion in an
unfulfilled belief that if provision is made, the yachts
will come.
But it is possible that
London may see more
yachts such as Octopus
gracing its docks in years to
come.
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Cities line up
to satisfy the
race appetite

Venues Porto illustrates rising demand for
stadium sailing, writes Richard Donkin

T

housands are on the high
stone-clad banks of the
Douro river where the city of
Porto cascades down, forming a natural amphitheatre
over the water. On the south bank a
temporary elevated stand has been
erected so that corporate hospitality
can be extended to guests of the sailing teams in the Porto leg of the
annual Extreme 40 catamaran series.
Mark Turner, owner and executive
chairman of OC ThirdPole, the sports
marketing group that runs and promotes the series, points to the sail
that goes drifting past the balcony a
few metres away. “In Istanbul the
yachts were turning right in front of
the stand. Here they are about 10
metres away which is not perfect but
it’s a good venue all the same and
we’re pleased with the turn out.”
So he should be. About 100,000 people are estimated to have lined the
banks of the course over the five days
of the competition. The series, which
started 10 years ago, has become a
fixture on the crowded sailing calendar. As with most of the big sailing
competitions, choosing venues has
become a competitive process, where
organisers must strike the right balance between the attractiveness and
services offered by a proposed venue

and any payment, whether in cash or
kind, a city authority and any corporate partners are prepared to pay.
As a rule, the more developed and
attractive the city, the less likely it is
to come up with hard cash for organisers. But places anxious to promote
their tourism will enter a competitive
process, bidding for sporting or cultural events.
The new Douro Marina is partnering with OC ThirdPole in this event,
providing technical services in return
for media exposure. Manuel Cunha
the marina director is hoping the sailing competition will highlight his
services. The marina, which opened in
January, is the first on the Douro and
offers berths for up to 300 yachts of up
to 20 metres. “We hope to be able to
attract larger yachts in time,” he says.
The lack of superyacht support in
Porto is surprising, given its position
as a convenient stop over for yachts
sailing from the UK or northern
Europe in to the Mediterranean.
The deep water and high wharfs
that were built for tall ships when
Porto was a busy trading centre in the
18th and 19th centuries would adapt
themselves to superyacht development. But marina development is constrained by Portugal’s public sector
organisation, which can appear per-

Main attraction:
the Porto leg of
the catamaran
racing series had
crowds of about
100,000

verse to outsiders. In Porto, the river
divides political power. Porto’s mayoralty is responsible for the north bank
of the river while the mayor of Gaia
administers the south bank. Both had
to be consulted by the Extreme 40
race organisers. This explains why
the presentations to the winners are
held on the north bank while the
boats and the organiser’s headquarters are on the south bank.
Administration is further complicated for marina development since
responsibility for the waterway itself
lies with central government. “We
would love to have a marina here on
the north bank, but getting agreement
is difficult,” says Rui Rio, mayor of
Porto.
Mr Rio says: “The Extreme 40 series
is just the thing we want to bring
people to the city. A few years ago, we
had the Red Bull Air Races and that
was popular. You only need to see the
crowds to see there is a thirst for this
kind of event.”
OC ThirdPole has been one of the
pioneers of stadium sailing, which
contrasts with events such as the
Vendee Globe where part of the
appeal is following the progress of the
single-handed sailors on dedicated
web sites and web camera relays.
The Extreme 40 events dovetail with

preparations for the America’s Cup,
which for the second time in next
year’s 34th edition will involve multihulls. But Mr Turner stresses the
Extreme 40 series must stand alone to
be sustainable.
“The World Match Race series made
the mistake of calling itself a preparatory event for the America’s Cup,
then the Cup switched from mono
hulls to multihulls. It’s no good thinking we can have joined-up events,
because the nature of the Deed of Gift
that controls the America’s Cup
means that the event will always be
subject to the decisions of the holder.
“It has always been a contest
between two rich men and it always
will be, however much people would
wish it otherwise.”
The attraction for fashionable and
aspirational brands has led to comparisons between Extreme 40 sailing and
motorsport’s Formula 1. But the sailing event is still young and lacks the
tradition of more established events.
Global media coverage is growing
nevertheless. In 2009, its media exposure was estimated to be worth €5.4m,
while in 2011 it had grown to €25.5m.
TV coverage extends now to 38
broadcasters including Al Jazeera,
Eurosport and Channel Four in the
UK. As the Porto competition ended

You only
need to see
the crowds
here today
to see there
is a thirst
for this kind
of event

with a win for The Wave Muscat, the
marquees were already being packed
into containers for this sailing travelling circus to head for its next venue
Cardiff, the Welsh capital, which, like
Portugal’s second city has aspirations
of its own. But one worrying sign,
underlining the fragility of some economies, was the late cancellation of the
Extreme 40 event due to be held this
month in Trapani, Italy, when the
Province of Trapani and the regional
government of Sicily failed to deliver
on their financial obligation.
Mr Turner says: “It costs about €1m
to run one of these events and on
average we can expect about €600,000
in cash and kind from local authorities and partners. When we started,
some 80 to 90 per cent of revenues
came through boat and title sponsors.
“Now, as we increase revenues, that
proportion is between 20 and 30 per
cent. We still have much to do, but we
think we’ve shown we can make this
model work.”
Pay-to-view was a feature of the
2012 Olympic events in Weymouth
where thousands of enthusiasts paid
up to £55 a ticket to view the races.
Whether direct charging for viewing
is replicable elsewhere is debatable,
but stadium sailing in one form or
another appears to be here to stay.
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High demand for smooth operators
Management Amid a growing list of demands, keeping the owner free of troubles comes first, writes Martin Redmayne

O

ne of the first things any
owner must decide when
taking delivery of a superyacht is the way it is going
to be managed, so the few
weeks they spend on their yacht
every year will be relatively troublefree. Nothing can be too small or incidental in yacht management.
Imagine sending a helicopter to the
mainland for a newspaper, or importing a patch of grass to install on deck
so that your Chihuahua has a sea loo.
One yacht manager was called at 3am
when a client had just sacked the
whole crew on his private yacht
because the coffee machine wasn’t
working.
Each of the above are genuine
demands that have fallen on the
shoulders of yacht managers.
There are three things that everyone needs with a large luxury yacht, a
good captain, a great chef and a
patient manager who supports the
captain and the crew to make sure the
day-to-day operations are smooth and
trouble free.
In many cases, the captain undertakes the management role and not
only drives the yacht, but drives all of

It is a serious job and one with
significant liability and financial or
custodial implications if the mandatory issues are not upheld.
This means that it involves more
than the processes of financial management, cost control and HR. It is a
24-hour, seven-days-a-week, private
concierge service on an industrial
scale.
Beyond the book balancing, cash
flow projecting, and negotiating the
best tax-free price of several hundred
gallons of diesel, are certain more
whimsical chores.
A manager can expect to be fielding
calls at ungodly hours, demanding a
new chef, because the previous one
who has just been left on the dock in
St Barth’s, overcooked the owner’s
poached egg by 15 seconds.
If you are the owner of a large piece
of floating real estate, having just
spent a spare $100m on your dream
boat, you’re unlikely to have the time
or inclination to hire 50 crew, map out
the berthing plan, ensure that the tax
structure is secure, make sure the flag
suits the itinerary and nationality of
those who will spend time on board
and think about the fuel savings from
filling in Gibraltar or Malta.
The practicalities of superyacht
management have begun to interest
commercial ship managers.
When the Belgian shipping group
Exmar,
now
managing
six
superyachts, entered the market it
applied the “no frills” approach of
commercial ship management to the
task.
Mark Nuytemans, Exmar’s chief
executive for ship management,
estimates that, as a result, the
business has reduced operating costs
for clients by 40 per cent.
“We can handle the supply chain
management at every stage and we
can use our purchasing power to get
the right parts quickly with qualified
personnel to attend repairs,” he says.
With annual budgets to run these
yachts now reaching the astronomical
heights of $10m to $15m, these people
have become not only asset managers,
but also fund managers, trying to
make sure every dollar spent delivers
a good return – in this case measured
in peace of mind and unlimited
relaxation, anywhere in the world.

The volume and the
challenges are huge,
from tax to legal or
financial matters
the bargains, negotiates the supply
deals and makes sure that his boss
(the affectionate reference by many
for the owner) has the ice the right
shape and colour for their gin and
tonic.
But as yachts have expanded exponentially and these assets have
become $100m properties, there has
been an explosion in services and
what could be described as asset management across the fleet.
The primary task of yacht management is to ensure the yacht is meeting
rigorous safety standards, is operating
in a tax-efficient structure and has all
its papers in order. Managers are
employed partly to stand between the

Career course:
owners tend to
ensure their
managers are
given plenty to
think about Alamy

owners and port authorities so that
owners are buffered from the stream
of concerns that go with the day-today running of a superyacht.
Speaking at the Superyacht Fiscal
Summit in March Rob Tobin, director
of Döhle Private Clients, a specialist
yacht management company, said:
“Good administration is what most
people are providing, while terming it
yacht management. We’re just good
administrators who are there to catch
whatever it is the owner throws over
his shoulders.
“But you do need a lot of professional people to do the job well,
because the volume and the challenges that come your way every day

are huge and vast, from tax, to legal
or financial matters. It just never
stops.” More and more demands are
being heaped on management, from
dealing with owner’s whims to ensuring clean fuel and safe passages.
The normal rules of management in
a land-based business can sometimes
be forgotten at sea. A yacht manager
might be expected to overlook human
resources procedures to fulfil the
crewing criteria of an owner.
If the owner, back on his yacht after
a night out in Ibiza, wants to fire the
entire crew over a malfunctioning coffee machine, the manager may have
to intervene as diplomat – engineer
even, if it means fixing the machine.

Dealing with a capricious owner
may be onerous, but it has its
rewards. A superyacht management
contract may run to more than $30,000
a month. But owners are demanding
ever increasing value for their outlay,
says Adrian McCourt of Watkins
Superyachts, a London-based management company.
“A yacht is an emotional purchase,
designed for enjoyment, and it must
be in the right place and ready for
purpose,” says Mr McCourt.
“Owners today need to know that
managers are spending sensibly and
getting the best price. The days of
inflated prices are over, and the same
goes for yacht management.”

Young sport is growing fast
Superyacht racing

Regattas around the
world allow owners
to test their boats
and their skills, says
Jason Holtom
Sailing superyacht owners
are
being
offered
an
increasing choice of regattas around the world to
enjoy testing their skills,
showing off their yachts
and socialising with fellow
owners.
Barry Houghton, owner of
the
45-metre
Duboisdesigned sloop Salperton,
says sail racing is an advantage over owning a motor
yacht. “A powerboat is a
social platform for drinking
and swimming. It can’t, in
my opinion, give you the

excitement that participation in sailing and racing
can.”
Louis Hamming managing director of Vitters Shipyard in the Netherlands
says: “Unlike powerboat
owners, sailing yacht owners like to get together and
socialise. Winning is not so
important, although nobody
wants to come last, but to
sail against each other and
compare the performance of
boat and crew is always
good.”
While professional racing
faces uncertainty with the
collapse of the Audi MedCup TP52 circuit in November 2011, and low entries in
other races, the superyacht
races, less reliant on sponsors, seem to be on a roll.
The fleet amassed for the
2011 St Barths Bucket was
valued at more than $1bn.
Superyacht racing came
from the simplest of begin-

nings in 1986, when New
York publisher Nelson Doubleday, owner of the 28m
sloop Mandalay, celebrated
his birthday at his holiday
home on Nantucket with a
race against a few friends.
The number of events has
grown every year since.
Regattas follow yachts to
the
vacation
cruising
grounds – the US and Caribbean in spring, the Mediterranean in summer.
Some established events
attract upmarket sponsors.
In the Mediterranean,
Pier Luigi Loro Piana, joint
chief executive of the Loro
Piana luxury goods and
clothing group helms the
25m sloop My Song, in the
Loro Piana Superyacht
Regatta at the Aga Khan’s
Yacht Club Costa Smeralda
in Porto Cervo, Sardinia.
He says: “Associating my
own hobby and passion for
sailing with support of the
Loro Piana Superyacht
Regattas has important
returns, both in testing our
products as well as communicating our love of nature,
tradition and sportsmanship to our clients.”
The Superyacht Cup in
Palma is a popular event.
Created by the Palma-based
marine industry, it was
bought out by the Informa
Yacht Group in 2004 that
also runs the Monaco,
Singapore, Phuket and Abu
Dhabi yacht shows.
Entry fees are modest, at
about €5,000 a regatta. But
a budget for three events
might run to €500,000 in
crew, flights, accommodation, food and preparation.

Details

One of the most successful regattas is exclusive to
the owners of yachts from
one builder, Perini Navi of
Viareggio, on the Ligurian
Sea. Perini, established in
1983, have built more than
50 sailing superyachts. It
has run its own event in
Sardinia for eight years.
Giancarlo Ragnetti, Perini
Group chief executive, says:
‘The primary motivation
behind organising our own
superyacht event is to make
our owners feel that they
are part of our unique family.
“It’s an excellent occasion
for them to get a look at the
quality of our work and to
see our tightly bonded team
in action.”
The size and cost of the
yachts dictates a pursuit
race, so they are started at
intervals, with the slowest
starting first to avoid the
dangers of a mass start.
Some yachts may have
loadings of between 15 and
20 tons on a single winch.
Peter Craig, chief executive of the Superyacht Racing
Association,
says:
“Handicapping such a disparate fleet in size and
design is a huge challenge.”
Even so, the owners come
back every year and the
competition is growing
when other parts of the
yachting market have been
shrinking. They regularly
upgrade their yachts with
new sails and equipment.
The 66m ketch Hetairos,
for example, boasts a
retractable
propulsion
system and moulded carbon
sails.

»

SAILING Dates for 2013
Millennium Cup
February 14-17,
Auckland
Caribbean Superyacht
Regatta & Rendezvous
March 20-23, YCCS
Virgin Gorda
St Barths Bucket Regatta
March 28-31,
St Barth’s, FWI
Dubois Cup
May 31-June 2, YCCS
Porto Cervo
Loro Piana Superyacht
Regatta
June 3-8 YCCS Porto Cervo

Superyacht Cup Palma
June 19-22
Newport Bucket Regatta
August 23-25
Perini Navi Cup
August 28-31, YCCS
Porto Cervo
Maxi Yacht Rolex Cup
September 2-7, YCCS
Porto Cervo
America’s Cup
Superyacht Regatta
September 9-13
San Francisco
Pendennis Cup
June 2014 Falmouth
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Calmer waters
ahead for
leaner, fitter
boatbuilders

three sailing yacht projects totalling
143 metres in build. “Normally, we
have two to three new build projects
supplemented with a huisfit refit
project
“This has not changed in recent
years, but with the current economy
we have to look ahead. We are
embracing leaner, cleaner, lighter and
quieter technologies, continuously
improving production efficiency and
value, while maintaining flexibility
and quality.”
Others have diversified to keep
their workforce busy with a broader
remit, from refits of superyachts to
military and commercial work.
Toby Allies, sales and marketing
director of Falmouth-based Pendennis,
says: “With the considerable growth
in the fleet over the past decade,
demand for quality facilities and
resources to undertake refit work is
high and we have continued to invest
in both to ensure we can support our
client base.” Pendennis’s refit projects
include the €75.52m M5, the world’s
largest sailing sloop.
“Refit has always been a key component of Pendennis’s strategy, complimented by custom new-build production, a model that several of our com-

Construction The best shipyards are
thriving, with orders seen as at realistic
and sustainable levels, writes Ellie Brade

I

n the past four years, shipyards
have struggled to fill build-slots
and competition for dwindling
business has increased, as fewer
buyers have come into the market. And while the list of global billionaires has continued to grow, there
has been no corresponding increase in
yacht sales.
A saturated second-hand market
has proved tempting for buyers to
weigh against the costs and time of a
new-build project. Yards building
smaller production-line yachts have
struggled more than the exclusive
custom builders in the face of this
second-hand inventory. Customers
have begun to shop around, often
inviting several yards to tender for
the same project. It has proved tough
for yards to compete, particularly if
they have found themselves on the
wrong end of currency fluctuations.
The best yards have been able to
rely on established reputations and
skillsets. Customers have responded
by leaning towards stable and proven
brands, producing vessels that hold
value better in a saturated market.
European yards have stood up relatively well to the recession, holding
nearly two-thirds of the worldwide
order book. Italy alone has more than
two-fifths of worldwide orders. Germany and the Netherlands tend to
concentrate on custom builds, so cannot match Italy in build numbers.
Turkey’s market share continues to
rise, making it a serious force in the
market. But the US boatbuilding mar-

ket, somewhat surprisingly given the
high number of US yacht owners, has
dropped from 14 per cent in 2008 to
11.7 per cent today. This lost market
share has been picked up by both
European and Asia-Pacific yards.
“Since the crisis, we have to do
more to get orders in, but our order
book is still pretty full,” says Koos
Zitman, sales director of Feadship, the
Netherlands builder, with six confirmed projects totalling 443 metres,
and further builds it will not discuss
because of confidentiality agreements.
Mr Zitman says; “When customers
think about a large project such as
buying a yacht, they look closely at
whether the yard is financially stable.
They want to rely on the yard and be
sure that it is still there when the
yacht is supposed to be finished and
that they don’t end up owning a yacht
and a yard.”
Investors continue to see potential
in superyacht construction. Sales in
the past few years include Oyster
Group to Dutch investment company,
HTP Investors, and Blohm + Voss to
STAR Capital Partners, a leading
European fund manager.
The move into the superyacht sector of British builders Sunseeker and
Princess, both big in smaller yachts,
indicates the potential in the market
for yachts over 30 metres in length.
A number of yards have rationalised and streamlined their operations.
“We have been busy,” says Jurjen
van ‘t Verlaat, of Royal Huisman,
another Netherlands yard, which has

‘We are embracing
leaner, cleaner, lighter
and quieter technologies,
continuously improving
production efficiency’

Facelift: refits are a key part of the Pendennis strategy

petitors have started to replicate.”
With 405 yachts in build around the
world, order numbers are more in line
with those of 2005, which some
observers say were more realistic and
sustainable than those of the peak
years of 2007 and 2008.
The weakening of the euro has
helped European shipyards and suppliers. Conversely, the strength of currencies in Australia and New Zealand
has hit the yards in these countries.
One likely knock-on effect is that
the industry will see a rise in offshore
manufacturing to take advantage of
cheaper production costs outside the
eurozone, particularly in Asia.
Partial offshore manufacturing is a
practice that has been implemented
by shipyards and suppliers. Perini
Navi Group’s Picchiotti motor yacht
series utilises hull construction in
Turkey and completion in Italy.
With strong order books from the
world’s leading builders, good indicators of growing stability in the sector,
and the potential client base growing,
there are grounds for optimism for
new build shipyards.

San Francisco,
here we come
America’s Cup

This year’s event has
been souped up to
provide excitement
for onshore fans,
says Jason Holtom
The 34th America’s Cup in
San Francisco in 2013
marks the start of a new
era for the world’s oldest
sporting trophy, with the
best sailors in the world
competing in ultra-fast 72ft
wingmasted catamarans.
It includes a programme
to bring superyachts right
into the heart of the action.
Oracle
Team
USA’s
owner, Larry Ellison, and
Russell Coutts, chief executive, a four time Cup winner, are attempting the
most radical change in the
trophy’s 162-year history.
The competition will be
held close to shore to create
drama for fans and the
Golden Gate and Alcatraz
Island will be backdrops.
The
America’s
Cup
Superyacht Programme in
San Francisco has been created to provide owners,
charterers
and
guests
access to prime viewing
spots, as well as priority
berthing, hospitality experiences, a superyacht concierge service, superyacht
regatta, exclusive VIP functions and party invitations.
The aim is to encourage
owners to leave their traditional cruising grounds of
the Mediterranean and visit
the Pacific West Coast,
from the Sea of Cortez and
the Baja Peninsula in Mexico to the Puget Sound,
Seattle and via Vancouver
to the fiords, glaciers and
waterfalls of Alaska.
Andy Hindley, chief operating officer of the America’s Cup Event Authority
(ACEA)
has
brought
together partners including

Fraser Yachts and Ocean
Independence and BWA
Yachting.
He says: “Through our
Superyacht
Programme
Partners, we believe we
have all aspects covered.
We are listening to them
and working hand-in-hand
to create what is needed.
They know the market and
we are all putting our reputations behind this.”
Approximately 55 days of
America’s Cup racing are
scheduled from July 4 to
September 21.
The action starts with the
Louis Vuitton Cup, America’s Cup Challenger Series
with four outfits, Artemis
Racing (Sweden), Emirates
Team New Zealand, Luna
Rossa Challenge (Italy) and
Team Korea in a multi-race
series from July 4 to August
2. This will be followed by
semi-finals from August
3-16 and the final from
August 17-30 to decide who
will meet defending champion Oracle Team USA.
The global recession has
meant the number in the
Louis Vuitton Cup is down
from the 11 entries in
Valencia in 2007, but Yves
Carcelle, chairman and
chief executive of the Parisbased luxury goods company, is confident they will
still produce a strong challenger.
He says: “We know the
level of racing will be
exceptional. At the end of
the day, it might be better
to have fewer challengers
but better quality.”
For the first time, the
superyachts will be racing
during the America’s Cup
with the traditional ‘demitasse’ superyacht regatta
over three separate lay days
of the America’s Cup Finals
on September 9, 11 and 13
Stephen Barclay, chief
executive of ACEA, says:
“The amount of racing
we’re going to have on San
Francisco Bay next summer
is simply phenomenal.”
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Red Duster is
still a symbol
of security

its charge over the yacht immediately
and will not welcome any administrative delay. The Cayman Islands flag is
popular with lawyers because its registering authority has put in place a
streamlined system that ensures a
quick turnround of documents.
Mr Hadley-Piggin says: “Sometimes
owners are keen to have their own
national flag, but it’s not always so
simple. The Brazilian owners of one
vessel wanted their country flag but
the boat was to be based in the Mediterranean and the insurers were not
too happy about that.
“It’s not the registry that worries
insurers so much as the regulatory
regime. Insurers expect a boat these
days to be maintained to the standards laid down by LY2,” he says.
This means countries that want to
have a slice of the superyacht business must upgrade their regulations
to recognised international standards.
Failure to do so, say yacht managers,
can undermine resale values.

Flagging Registering a boat is not just a
matter of convenience, says Richard Donkin

Y

ou’ve hollowed out your
bank accounts, approved the
harmless beige furniture, set
up the corporate ownership
and signed your name on the
commissioning documents for your
£100m floating business centre that
you would never in your wildest
imagination describe as a plaything.
There’s just one more decision to
make now: what colour flag do you
want on the stern? If you’re British,
more likely than not there can be only
one choice, the old reliable Red
Ensign. But there are plenty of other
so-called defaced ensigns.
Some 50 per cent of the world’s
superyacht fleet flies a Red Ensign,
often linked to an offshore location
such as the Cayman Islands, British
Virgin Islands, Bermuda or the Isle of
Man. The Red Ensign Group represents 13 British shipping registers
made up of the UK, its Crown Dependencies and Overseas Territories.
While the old ‘Red Duster’ still sets
the benchmark in luxury yacht registration, it may not appeal to everyone.
If you’re French, the very idea of
flying a British flag could be as
appealing as the prospect of pie and
mash in London’s East End. Beyond
the ensigns there are other flags – the
Marshall Islands and Malta, for example, have been growing in popularity.
The registration of luxury yachts is
a specialist business for maritime law
firms and yacht management businesses that guide buyers through a
process that is often tied up with tax
regimes and proposed yacht usage.
The first thing an owner must
understand is that registration is compulsory for any large yacht. It need
not be registered in the country where
it has been built or where it is berthed. But when a flag of registration
has been chosen, the yacht is subject

to the laws of that country and has a
status comparable with that of its
nationals.
“In that sense, it’s like a passport
where the holder can expect the protection offered by the country such as
naval intervention if needed,” says
Jonathan Hadley-Piggin a partner in
the marine and transport team at
Ashfords solicitors. “But that doesn’t
mean you’re protected from being
boarded by customs in an another
country’s territorial waters.”
Typically, a superyacht’s ownership
will be put into a corporate structure.
The most important aspect of corporate ownership is that it limits the
liability of a wealthy owner, preventing any injured party in an accident,
for example, pursuing an individual
through the courts. Some owners also
like to hide their identities behind offshore entities, although maintaining
privacy on a big boat is difficult these
days, when their movements can be
tracked on household computers.
The old advantages of flagging in
regimes with less demanding regulations than those in the UK or US are
disappearing, as international maritime laws strengthen around the
International Convention for the
Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) and the
Large Commercial Yacht Code (LY2)
established in 1998, which covers
yachts more than 24 metres in length.
A new code, LY3 is to be introduced
that will further strengthen regulations.
Where the advantages of one flag or
another are less distinct, owners often
opt to register the yacht where they
plan to moor it for most of the time.
Speed and ease of administration
are important factors, particularly at
the handover stage, where a mortgage
or other bank financing is involved.
The bank will be seeking to register

US owners tend to be
torn between a desire to
fly the Star and Stripes
and fear of being a target

The Red Ensign, symbolising the British maritime tradition, on the yacht ‘Luna’, owned by Roman Abramovich

Getty

Declan O’Sullivan, managing director of Pelagos Yachts, yacht consultants, says: “No one wants to buy a
boat only to find they need to upgrade
all the safety kit on board. In some
cases, it may be impossible to do so if
the vessel hasn’t been built to the
required standard in the first place.”
Often the choice of flag is governed
by the cachet attached to it, or by the
nationality of the owner. Owners from
the US tend to be torn between their
desire to fly the Star and Stripes and
fear of being singled out as a target by
terrorists or pirates.
The flag of Malta has become popular in recent years. Lawyers say this
is partly down to a friendly and efficient registration regime and partly to
tax benefits that can be obtained
under a yacht leasing arrangement.
Mr O’Sullivan says: “The basic registration fee, whatever flag you adopt
is not very expensive. It’s very similar
to fees associated with the setting up
of companies. A lot depends on
national preferences. Americans like
the Cayman Islands, because it’s a
popular offshore centre for the US.”
Often, he says, the comparative
advantages and disadvantages of certain flags can be quite nuanced and
the choice, ultimately can come down
to personal preference. But the British
maritime tradition maintains its
cachet among superyachts and a Red
Ensign retains its reputation for solid
regulation and safety.

